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STAGE LIGHTING
A GUIDETO LIGHTINGTHE SMALLERSCALEPRODUCTION

THE CONTROL
BOARD
r:11 Y means of the 'board', the
L.:J1
lighting designer can control:
the composition of the stage
picture - by selecting the
appropriate combinations of
individual lights.
the balance of this picture - by
selecting the level of brightness of
each of these lights.
the fluidity by which one picture is
replaced by another.
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What was once called a switchboard,
or more properly a dimmerboard, is
now formally called a Lighting Control.
Which is fine so long as we take care to
remember that our 'Lighting Control'
only controls which lights we use and
how bright they are. 'Lighting Controls'
do not control where we put the lights,
which lights we put there and where
we point them. Most of us however
still talk about our lighting control as
'the board' whether we use our knees,
our fingers or a microprocessor to
work it.

DIMMING AND DISTRIBUTION
Modern boards are two-part:
the desks whose controls we push,slide or turn to produce
the desired changesin the intensity of the lights
and
the dimmers which interpret the instructions from the
controls so that the appropriate amount of electricity is
passedto each light.
Fortunately the connection between desk and dimmers is
slender cabling:from a maximum of one 8-core cable for each
group of six dimmers in portable manualsystemsto a
minimum of the singletwin-core screenedcable that can
transmit all the required data between a memory system and
its dimmers. This allowsthe desk to be positioned wherever it
1sconvenient for the operator .to havea good view of the
stage.The dimmers can then be placed in their most
convenient position to distribute 'controlled' electricity from
the mainssupply to the individual lights.This is normally a
backstageposition which is within the manufacturer's
recommended extremes of temperature and:
adiacentto a suitablemainssupply switch-fuse.
• clear of actor and scenery movements.
accessiblefor fuse changes.
For permanent installationsof any size,the dimmers are
normally mounted 1nrackswith permanent wiring to
numbered socketssuitablylocated around the stageand
auditorium. For temporary installations(and some of the
smaller fixed ones) portable dimmer packsare used,each
pack havingsix dimmers with a pair of output socketsto each
dimmer. Temporary cablescan then be run from those socket
outlets to the lights.It is essentialthat suchan arrangement is
kept tidy. with plugsclearly labelledand tape used to harness
together cableswhich are proceeding in the samedirection.
Eventhe smalleststagelightinginstallationuseswhat 1s,by
domestic standards,a lot of electricity. The function of
dimmers (secondary to their artistic function) asa power
distribution system must not be underestimated.Safetyand
efficiency go hand-in-hand.
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PRESETTING
The operation of today's boards is basedon presetting. The
intensity levels of the lightswhich compose the next picture
are preset in preparation for the change.On manualsystems
the levelsare filed aswritten numbers on a paper plot from
which the individualdimmer levers can be set by hand at each
performance. On memory systems,the data is filed in an
electronic store from which it can be recalledinstantly by
fingering a simple control. On Cue, the changeis effected by
operating masterswhich replacethe existing lightingstate with
the new one. Operation of these masters1sso simplethat the
board operator can devote total attention to the timing of the
change.

MANUAL PRESETTING
While manualpresetting boards offer facilitiesundreamed of in
the not-so-far-distantdaysof simpledirectly-operated
resistancedimmers, their operation still requires a lot of work
that is both time-consumingand error-prone. Although
presetting allowscuesto be performed smoothly and with
accuratesensitivetiming, the individualdimmer levelsfor each
cue must still be written down at rehearsal- and re-set from
the written plot for eachcue at eachperformance. However,
the rapid development of micro-processingtechniquesis
bringinginstantelectronic memorisingof plots within the
financialresourcesof smallerand smallerinstallations.In
particular,the M24 extensionof the Tempusrangemeansthat
memory is no longer just a dream for manyof those who light
the amateur stage.This is not the placeto go into the detailsof
operation. Sufficeit to saythat once a cue state has been
establishedby a rapid selectionand balancingof lightsvia a
keyboard of familiar pocket calculatorformat (or by standard
preset levers if you prefer), the levelscan be instantlyfiled ..
and just asinstantlyrecalled... and just as instantlyadjustedif
necessary.The time-wasting drudgery is removed but that
essenceof any live performance, the timing of a cue'sprogress,
is completely under the operator's control.
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